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Abstract. This paper1 seeks to evaluate the extent to which Lotman’s theoreti-
cal works could provide a conceptual articulation to the project of British and
American cultural studies (CS). Just as CS, Lotman operates with an extensive
concept of culture, albeit one mostly limited to nobility culture and focused on
the past. His late works can be seen to articulate a semiotic theory of power:
his emphasis on the relationship between center and periphery recalls the
infatuation with marginality that underpins CS. Lotman shares the (post)
structuralist premise about the primary role of discourse in founding reality.
Yet his emphasis on the natural striving of culture toward diversity mitigates
the subject’s dependence upon discourse. Thus, subjects act on their striving
toward autonomy by playing discourses against one another, recoding them in
an act of autocommunication that generates novelty in the process.

Even though it denies the grand narrative, Cultural Studies emphasizes
class, gender, and race differences. Lotman’s concept of the semiosphere
emphasizes the ad hoc foundation of group identities, their emergence out of
an intrinsic recoding of extrinsic codes, and the circulation of texts and values
among groups. Lotman doesn’t privilege any sort of group identity and
therefore offers a flexible framework applicable to a broader range of groups.
In that sense he offers an alternative to Gramsci’s notion of the rootedness of
groups in class realities (which underlies early CS).

Lotman addresses many of the concerns of cultural studies, conceived
both narrowly and broadly. Cultural studies emerged partly in respon-
                                                          

1 A longer version of this article can be found in the introduction to a collec-
tive volume entitled Lotman and Cultural Studies: Encounters and Extensions, ed.
by Andreas Schönle, to be published in the United States. I would like to express
my gratitude to Helena Goscilo for her generous and invaluable feedback on
matters of substance and style.
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se to a single-minded focus on high literature in English Departments,
and it rests on a definition of culture as the totality of cultural pro-
duction, including mass culture in all its variety. Cultural studies has
an integrative ambition: it seeks to work out the articulation, i.e. the
mutual determinations and interrelations, among the various facets of
life — political, economic, social, erotic, and ideological — that make
up culture as a whole (Nelson et al. 1992: 14). In order to do so, it not
only analyzes an extravagant variety of texts, from fashion and
advertising to rock music and graffiti, but also approaches cultural
production with an inter-disciplinary, contextualizing method. Lotman
shares such an extensive purview, albeit in a different cultural and
historical context:2 his work on dueling culture, on the semiotics of
dress, on aristocratic banquet and food culture, etc., testify to a
principled broadening of the traditional notion of culture. Admittedly,
he mostly limits himself to the study of nobility culture. Yet he
addresses the relationship between high and mass culture theoretically
(Lotman 1992a: 209–215) and he exhibits profound interest in folk
and traditional culture — he values the specific act of reception
presupposed by pre-modern texts and the creative recoding they invite
(Lotman 1992b: 243–247).3

Cultural studies resists grand theories and meta-discourses that
purport to explain everything across historical boundaries. It is con-
textually specific and strives to be descriptive, although at times it
borrows generously from the theories of various contiguous discipli-
nes such as psychoanalysis, sociology, or literary theory (Nelson et al.
1992: 7–8). Lotman’s work ranges from the highly specific to the
typological and has alternated between theoretical and historically
contextual periods, but even his broad cultural typologies serve to
undercut the applicability of such master narratives as marxism. In his
latest pieces, Lotman repeatedly maintains that crucial binary opposi-

                                                          
2 For reasons that will become clear below, cultural studies is primarily

devoted to a study of contemporary culture.
3 Cultural studies and Lotman have both called into question the binary

opposition between mass and elite culture. In cultural studies this recognition
emerged from the turn to a model of culture as a patchwork of separate commu-
nities, each articulating its own differences. See During 1993: 19. Lotman pre-
sents mass literature as purely a matter of sociological appreciation, rather than of
semiotic structure, and points out the ways in which particular writers have moved
in and out of mass literature at various historical junctures. Mass literature is a
paradoxical product of a culture that wants to see itself as high (Lotman 1992a:
211–212).
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tions need to be approached historically, rather than a priori, and that
there is much to gain from focusing on the gradation between oppo-
sites, rather than on a mere logical dichotomy.

The second defining trait of cultural studies is its concern with
power. As Tony Bennett puts it, cultural studies is “a term of conve-
nience for a fairly dispersed array of theoretical and political positions,
which ... share a commitment to examining cultural practices from the
point of view of their intrication with, and within, relations of power”
(Bennett 1992: 23). While Lotman is perhaps not as single-minded in
his analysis of the nexus between cultural production and power, this
collection discusses his conceptualization of the semiotic expression
of power. His analysis of the relations between center and periphery
echoes the infatuation with the margins of culture in cultural studies.
Lotman is acutely aware of the fact that ownership of information
confers power, and he discusses the ways in which groups fight for
monopoly over information and develop special languages to keep
other groups at bay (Lotman 2000a: 395). Even more pointedly, he
underscores the intrinsic power (or energy) of signs, their ability to
effect changes in their surroundings, so that the deployment of a
particular discourse is in itself a form of power (Lotman 2000b: 9).

Two competing paradigms of culture underpin the project of
cultural studies: a humanist “culturalist” concept of culture as a whole
way of life that can be described empirically and a “(post) structu-
ralist” perspective that posits a web of discourses that determine
identity and meaning and that need to be analyzed semiotically or
rhetorically. The former view focuses on the experience of subjects
who generate their own meanings and adapt social institutions to their
own needs. The latter view conceives of the autonomous human
subject as an ideological notion peddled by discourse in order to
obfuscate the real identity of the subject as an effect of text (Hall
1980: 57–72). This debate, fundamental to cultural studies, has played
itself out in various forms, affecting the ways one conceives of hege-
mony, identity, and resistance. In the United States, cultural studies
has tilted heavily towards a “(post) structuralist,” i.e. textualist ap-
proach, which has diminished its attractiveness to the social sciences.
Yet Communication Studies has urged that cultural studies be re-
oriented toward a critique of American positivism, of the grip of
science on social policy, and of the idea of freedom as “our capacity to
choose our ends for ourselves” (a kind of individualism that ultimately
destroys the public sphere). Such critique would emphasize not the
role of texts in determining identity, but that of rituals and institutions
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in constructing forms of social relations and groupings based on a
common search for identity, thereby funneling particular “ends” into
“taste, style and form of life” consistent with the development of
citizenship (Carey 1997: 8, 12).

Lotman’s definition of culture as a “bundle” of semiotic systems,
that may, but need not be, organized hierarchically (Lotman 2000a:
397), shares the (post) structuralist premise of the primary role of
discourse in founding reality. For example, Lotman considers partici-
pants in communicative exchanges full-fledged subjects only when
they accept a set of restrictions imposed upon them by culture
(Lotman 2000c: 562). Yet at the same time, Lotman’s emphasis on the
natural striving of culture toward diversity (Lotman 2000c: 564),
indeed, on the obligatory presence of diversity for a semiotic environ-
ment to function properly, mitigates the subject’s dependence upon
discourse. Thus, subjects act on their impulse to autonomy by playing
discourses against one another, recoding them in an act of autocom-
munication that generates novelty in the process. Thus Lotman grants
individuals the capacity to intervene in semiotic systems and thereby
affect their cultural environment. In a way, this conception bridges the
two paradigms intrinsic to cultural studies. It maintains the discursive
nature of reality but empowers the subject to manipulate codes and
wrest some measure of autonomy.

The approaches of cultural studies to power have depended upon
their primary allegiance to either the “culturalist” or the “(post) struc-
turalist” paradigms. Early approaches tended to glamorize resistance
to the hegemonic political center mounted by various social sub-
cultures. The main framework here was the interface between a single
political center and oppressed social classes that secured autonomy by
elaborating their own counter-cultures. Upon the influx of French
sociological and post-structuralist thought, cultural studies ceased to
vest the political center with power and, instead, affirmed its de-
centered nature as a system or grid cast over the entirety of social life
and embodied in sociological organization or, even more abstractly, in
the discursive underpinnings of reality. Power became so diffuse and
surreptitious that the valorization of counter-hegemony collapsed. The
interface between state and counter-culture yielded to a much more
splintered view of communities organized around a shared identity
based on sexuality, gender, or ethnicity. These groups were perceived
as striving to develop their own values and ethics and interact with
one another on the basis of a multi-culturalist respect for the “other.”
This embrace of alterity accommodated the valorization of difference,
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but its tendency to reify identity prevented meaningful exchange
across communities and often impeded the pursuit of a common
political agenda.4

Even though it denies a grand narrative, cultural studies empha-
sizes class, gender, and race differences and cannot help but operate
with binary oppositions, despite its stated goal to undercut dichoto-
mies. Lotman’s concept of the semiosphere emphasizes the ad hoc
foundation of group identities, their emergence out of an intrinsic
recoding of extrinsic codes, and the circulation of texts and values
among groups. Lotman does not privilege any sort of group identity
and therefore offers a flexible framework applicable to a broader
range of groups. In this sense, he not only offers an alternative to
Gramsci’s notion of the rootedness of groups in class realities (which
underlies early cultural studies), but also provides an answer to the
dilemma between unity and decenteredness in the ways one conceives
of the field of culture. For Lotman, culture is essentially both, for it
evidences both centrifugal and centripetal forces, which play them-
selves out on various, coexisting layers (During 1993: 6).

 
Boundaries

that cultural agents put up should not lead to a fetishization of what is
one’s own (svoj) and what is alien (chuzhoj). In addition, Lotman
conceives of identity and alterity, that is, of multi-culturalism, as a
sphere of engagement rather than of awed respect. His notion of
dialogue is one that leads to change, and hence to cultural flux, rather
than to social fragmentation.

Auto-communication, as Lotman describes it, resembles what
cultural studies calls hybridization, the process by which individuals
or communities appropriate external cultural products by investing
them with their own functions and meanings (During 1993: 6). At the
same time, there are differences of emphasis in the two concepts. In an
essay on popular culture, John Fiske theorizes the concept of distan-
ce — distance between an individual and the cultural production he
consumes — as a key marker of difference between high and low
culture (Fiske 1992: 154–165). High culture promotes decontextua-
lized, depoliticized readings of cultural objects because it constructs
culture as a sphere of disinterested beauty insulated from social pro-
cesses. Popular culture, in contrast, is “concretely contextual” (Fiske
1993: 158). It makes cultural objects its own by embedding them in
concrete uses, in its practices of living, identifying with them or

                                                          
4 On this turning point in cultural studies and its political underpinnings, see

During 1993: 11–14.
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deriving sensual pleasure from them without any consideration of
appropriate “distance”. In short, cultural objects are transposed from
the realm of discourse into the sphere of practice. To support his view
of the use of culture in everyday life, Fiske quotes ethnographers who
write of a “sacred inarticulateness” on the part of respondents who are
unable to explain discursively the meaning they invest in particular
objects or practices. Thus the meanings that result from hybridization
remain opaque to the outside observer, who needs to develop to the
greatest extent possible an ability to experience other people’s ways of
living from the inside (Fiske 1992: 158–159). This conceptualization
of counter-hegemony as a non-verbal sphere of practice would be
alien to Lotman, who conceives of auto-communication and transla-
tion as discursive phenomena and who would endow resisting subjects
with much more semiotic creativity than is implicit in such a theory of
the everyday.5

Auto-communication also offers an alternative to the ways in
which cultural studies sought to incorporate marxist ideas. The
relationship between cultural studies and marxism is too rich and
complex to lend itself to a quick overview.6 Yet Stuart Hall’s 1983
essay on “The problem of ideology: marxism without guarantees” —
one of his latest statements on the topic of marxism — speaks to the
core of the issue. In a close reading of specific passages from Marx,
Hall calls into question the traditional understanding of some of
Marx’s most seminal concepts. Thus, ideology is no longer a “distor-
tion” of social reality, but a partial view thereof; the link between

                                                          
5 Cultural studies has gone through several swings of the pendulum in the way

it conceives of the semiotic creativity of the subjects of culture. Both communica-
tion studies and ethnography have moved away from a Foucaultian presumption
of total passiveness in the face of cultural grids. Communication studies has
coalesced onto an “active audience theory” premised on the idea that media texts
are necessarily polysemous and that the audience always deflects dominant ideo-
logy to its own uses. Ethnography has emphasized micro-analyses and dialogic
forms of writing to render the uniqueness of an informant’s discourse and the
inflections of his (or her) voice in a form unmediated by the analyst’s conceptua-
lization. For a critique of the impasse such positions have created, see David
Morley 1997. Lotman’s notion of double vision, the combination of an intrinsic
and extrinsic perspective, as discussed by Mandelker, is consistent with Morley’s
prescription that it is, in fact, the responsibility of the analyst to propose an
account of cultural behavior in terms different from those of his (or her)
informants (Morley 1997: 130–131). In Lotman’s terms, it is by translating or
recodifing cultural discourse that scholarship drives culture forward.

6 See Larrain 1996 and Sparks 1996.
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economic relations and their ideological representations can no longer
be fixed, for language is multireferential (here Hall quotes Voloshi-
nov); the idea of class determination is refined and the direct cor-
respondence between “ruling ideas” and “ruling classes” is replaced
with the notion of “tendential alignment” (Hall 1996: 42). Hall seeks
to relax the rigid links Marx establishes between ideas and economic
relations, but without lapsing into a post-structuralist notion of ideo-
logy as a free-floating representation divorced from underlying econo-
mic and social realities.7 He therefore discusses not so much the struc-
tural determination of ideas by the socio-economic base, as the inter-
nalization of ideas, the reasons for which certain ideas catch on, while
others are consigned to the dustbin of history. And here Hall calls on
Gramsci to suggest that “ideas only become effective if they do, in the
end, connect with a particular constellation of social forces”, i.e. if
their “coupling” with the ruling classes is secured (Hall 1992: 43–
44).8 While the nature of this connection is not entirely clear, it seems
safe to assume that for Hall, ideologies are successful, i.e. become
dominant, when they represent the ruling classe’s view of social
relations. Underpinning his discussion is the assumption that ideology
has referential value, albeit, perhaps, a contested, plural, or ambiguous
one.9

In his treatment of auto-communication, Lotman shows that when
a subject internalizes an extrinsic discourse, the process of recoding
weakens, if not entirely suspends, the referential force of language. As
a result, ideology’s relation to social reality need not be as pertinent or
direct as Hall presupposes, and it may therefore serve a more disparate
set of groups, not solely social classes. Ideologies become successful,
i.e. articulate the identity of a group, because they tie in with, and rein-
force, a group’s meta-discourses, its discursive memory, despite the
                                                          

7 For a retrospective discussion of marxism, which voices concern with the
nearly exclusive turn toward the textuality of power in American cultural studies,
see Hall 1992: 277–294.

8 For a critique of cultural studies’ lineage in Gramsci’s notion of class, see
Bennett 1992: 23–37. Bennett calls into question the kind of politics Gramsci’s
framework promotes when it ignores institutional or group specificities and
operates with a notion of “the people” as unified agent.

9 Starting in the 1980s, cultural studies abandoned its interest in marxism and,
in particular, the notion of determination of ideas through social relations — a
move called for in part by the need to address issues of gender and ethnicity in its
analysis of contemporary societies. Yet, as a result, cultural studies “is regressing
[...] to an essentially textualist account of culture”, which differs from literary
studies only in the range of texts it considers (Sparks 1996: 98).
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fact that they may come from outside. Ideology, then, has neither a
partial, nor distorted, but, rather, an imagined relation to social reality,
one that sooner reflects a group’s field of discourses, than its social
experience.

The third defining trait of cultural studies is its stance of political
engagement. Practitioners of cultural studies believe that their dis-
course matters or should matter (Nelson et al. 1992: 5–7) and they are
continuously reflecting on their own institutional location, on the ways
their discourse is embedded in institutional reality and contributes to
the empowerment of disenfranchised minorities.10 Obviously, Lotman
could not agitate for his values as explicitly as cultural studies does.
Yet, he shares the faith cultural studies has placed in the possibility of
affecting its environment through its discursive practice. But the lack
of militant rhetoric in Lotman stems not only from tactical prudence,
but also from a more principled position as to the function of semiotic
meta-discourse and, more broadly, from a faith in the emancipating
potential of language. Indeed, the starkest difference between cultural
studies and Lotman lies precisely in their respective conceptualization
of the relationship between language and power. Cultural studies
believes that language participates, wittingly or not, in power imbalan-
ces and thus contributes to social oppression, unless the speaker
actively calls into question his or her position in a social or cultural
field. As a result, cultural studies continuously feels inclined to expose
the nexus between power and language, shedding light on this
collusion even when language seems not to bear on issues of power.
Thus cultural studies has developed a “hermeneutics of suspicion” that
is embodied in its rhetoric.

In contrast, Lotman believes that language and art, in particular,
add a level of reality to the existing world and thus free us from our
entanglement in it. The same can be said of the semiotic meta-
discourse, which provides a vantage point that enables us to exert
some leverage on the reality in which we feel trapped. Accordingly,
the goal of a semiotician, especially one working under totalitarian
conditions and the homogenizing pull of the regime, is to expand the
ranges of discourses available, so as to empower people to develop
more differentiated identities, to enhance their “polyglotism” (Lotman
2000a: 397). Therefore Lotman’s “hermeneutics of recovery of

                                                          
10 For a useful discussion of the ethical commitment of cultural studies and its

difference from Postmodernism, which “undermines the elaboration of an ethic”,
see Slack, Whitt 1992: 571–592.
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meaning” derives therefore from a commitment to linguistic diversity
that requires no militant rhetoric.11 The past is a storehouse of dis-
courses that in themselves can serve a liberating function when re-
inserted in the present. Likewise, the abstract discourse of the semioti-
cian can help wrest us from reality. This conceptual difference
between Lotman and cultural studies explains the most obvious dispa-
rity between the two: whereby cultural studies seems wedded to the
synchronic analysis of contemporary society (partly, to be sure,
because of its desire for its discourse to matter politically), Lotman is
committed to the restoration of the past and increasingly interested in
historical change, both conceptually and contextually.

And it is here that Lotman opens up a perspective that cultural
studies seems overly quick to obstruct. Like an obedient Hamlet
heeding the injunction of his father’s Ghost (“Remember me”), Lot-
man commits himself to remembrance, rather than vengeance. His
responsiveness to the generative powers of literary imagination makes
him indifferent to the “hermeneutics of suspicion” for he wants to
heed the generative powers of literary imagination. In this regard, he
espouses a position that cultural studies may well rejoin, once it thinks
through the process of self-reflexive suspicion.
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Juri Lotman ja Cultural Studies:
vastastikuse rikastamise võimalused

Artikli eesmärgiks on määratleda, mil määral Lotmani teoreetilised tööd või-
sid olla teatud kontseptuaalseks aluseks ameerika ja briti Cultural Studies
(CS) jaoks. Nagu ka CS, opereerib Lotman kultuuri laia mõistega, kuigi piir-
dub põhiliselt aadlikultuuri uurimisega. Tema hilisemad tööd esitavad oma-
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laadse semiootilise võimuteooria, kus keskuse ja perifeeria vahelise suhte
analüüs meenutab CS omast suunitlust marginaalsusele. Lotman jagab (post)-
strukturalistlikku eeldust diskursuse esmasest rollist reaalsuse põhistamisel.
Samal ajal pehmendab tema ettekujutus kultuuri loomulikust püüdest eripal-
gelisusele subjekti sõltuvust diskursusest. Mängides erinevaid diskursusi
omavahel läbi ja neid autokommunikatsiooni aktis ümber kodeerides võivad
subjektid saavutada teatud autonoomsuse ja luua uusi tähendusi.

Vaatamata sellele, et CS loobub ülinarratiividest, teeb ta panuse klassilis-
tele, soolistele ja rassilistele erinevustele. Lotmani arusaam semiosfäärist
rõhutab grupiliste identsuste situatiivset alust, nende tekkimist olemasolevate
diskursuste ümberkodeerimise tulemusena. Lotman ei eelista teatud identsuse
tüüpi. Ta pakub paindlikumat lähenemist, mida kasutatakse sotsiaalsete grup-
pide laia ja muutuva liigituse puhul. Seega kujutab tema teooria endast alter-
natiivi Gramsci kontseptsioonile gruppide juurdumisest klassisuhetes, mis on
CS aluseks.

Autokommunikatsioon sarnaneb sellega, mida CS nimetab hübridisat-
sioon, st väliste kultuuriliste objektide omandamise protsess, mille puhul nen-
dele objektidele omistatakse individuaalne tähendus. Samal ajal on ka erine-
vus nende mõistete vahel. CS jaoks toimub valitsevale võimule vastuhakk
peamiselt mitteverbaalse olme tasandil, samal ajal kui Lotmani jaoks leiavad
autokommunikatsioon ja tõlge erinevate semiootiliste süsteemide vahel aset
diskursiivsel tasandil, mis jätab subjektile teatud loomingulise initsiatiivi.
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käitumine kujundab ümber ümbritseva keskkonna. Poliitilise värvinguga kee-
le puudumine Lotmanil on seletatav mitte ainult nõukogude võimu ajal häda-
vajaliku taktikalise ettevaatusega, vaid ka põhimõttelise seisukohaga semioo-
tilise metadiskursuse olemuse kohta. Kui CS kaldub pidevale keele osaluse
paljastamisse sotsiaalses ebaõigluses, siis Lotman usub keele võimesse põhis-
tada tegelikkuse lisatasand, mille abil inimene võib väljuda hõlmatusest maa-
ilma. Seega on Lotmani püüd taastada mineviku kultuur omalaadne vabastav
projekt.


